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Codes 2017 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 1 67521 77649 72748 78492 22785 2 71231 77649 72748 82576 26714 3 11256 70017 24342 82576 26714 4 15754 70017 24342 28894 64883 5 52520 70017 43438 28894 64883 6 22295 01533 43438 84017 47490 7 27328 01533 37464 84017 47490
8 75517 01533 37464 45577 77779 9 52515 16986 73425 45577 77779 10 23266 16986 73425 58968 78859 11 35941 16986 34488 58968 78859 12 55208 60282 34488 80724 84188 13 52151 60282 44470 80724 84188 14 29181 60282 44470 05927 47859 15 92673 05499 44385 05927 47859 16 21453 05499
44385 59168 78948 17 11067 05499 44629 59168 78948 18 16517 59110 44629 97741 81732 19 64887 59110 44287 97741 81732 20 40719 59110 44287 79678 18500 21 05517 92392 43849 79678 18500 22 58630 92392 43849 91279 89893 23 87138 92392 36751 91279 89893 24 07275 75874 24872 36751
17287 97596 25 77612 56178 24872 62887 17287 97596 26 70413 61178 24872 62887 76645 75482 27 02555 82099 41832 28206 76645 75482 28 26625 27121 40448 28206 62478 58391 29 -- 64722 11701 07347 87852 62478 58391 30 -- 45179 27121 07347 87852 22785 85082 31 -- -- -- 56152 77649 -- 78492 --
85082 Note: lower floors only acessible since Beta v.1.5 July 24, 2017 Bunker Alfa's Code Chart(s) is color coded: Gray= N/A For funtionality purposes, there will only be Gray More Power Error Message On some mobile devices, if you attempt to input the passcode into the bunker's terminal, you will receive the
following error message : It seems that the device needs more power. This means the device where you play the game does not meet the minimum specifications for handling lower bunker levels. Although recently will reduce the number of players who see this message, for some players, it may be time to upgrade!
Sublevels Sub-level functions of bunkers differ from ground floor. A unique code that changes every day is required to access it. Once the terminal is activated, an entrance appears and a unique instance of a sublevel is created that lasts for 48 hours (from opening time) before reset. During this period, all progress is
saved including slain enemies, looted items, and the corpses of the last player's death. Once reset, the sublevel can be reviewed with the new code. All enemies will be respawned and items will be reset. In Beta v.1.5.6, the main method for obtaining the most valuable Item is through the coupon exchange system. 1st
floor - The first Sublevel Lobby serves as a lobby area and contains several features related to the lower area of the bunker. An important feature of this floor is the Coupon Exchange terminal, which can be used to get looted gift chests. There are also Army Specialists who can be rescued at the end of the second
sublevel and will return to the lobby and open the Supervisory Room, where it will offer some benefits to players. 6 zombies spawn here (5 Fast Biters and a Floater Bloater) The door is locked: The door is jammed near the distribution gate of the green coupon crate into a doggy door (Required dog with True Friend
skills) with Beta v.1.7.9 update. However, this was removed with beta update v.1.8. Because beta v.1.9.8 you can open this door using Cut Finger. Add photos to this gallery of Exchange Coupons: Coupons for gift terminals can be found on the corpses of defeated Creatures and from boxes/lockers in bunkers. In
addition, coupons have a low chance of being found outside the bunker (red zone, airdrop event). Allotment Terminal (16 items): 20 green coupons are required for each Ration Box. Each Ration Box has the opportunity to contain simple food, weapons, parts, medicines, resources, and protective clothing but may not
contain any of them. AK-47, Glock 17, M16, Uzi Mini Baseball Bat, Crowbar, Golf Club, Shovel 5 Baked Beans, 6 Baked Beans, 7 Baked Beans, 8 Baked Beans, 9 Baked Beans, 10 Baked Beans 5 Jerky, 6 Jerky, 7 Jerky, 8 Jerky, 9 Jerky, 9 Jerky, 9 Jerky, 9 Jerky, 9 Jerky 10 Jerky Beanie Thick Jacket Denim Jeans Work
Boots 1 Engine Parts, 5 Bolts, 5 Wires 1 Spring 2 Aluminum Wire, 3 Aluminum Wire 1 P3K Kit 1 Bandage, 2 Bandages 1 Gasoline, 2 Gasoline 1 Black Paint, 1 Blue Paint, 1 Green Paint, 1 Cat Red, 1 Yellow Paint 5 Alcohol, 5 Iron Bars, 5 Nails, 5 Thick Fabric Lenses 1, General modification blueprint, Rare modification
blueprint Terminal Survival Kit (17-20 items) : 25 yellow coupons are required for each Survival Kit. Every survival kit has the opportunity to contain weapons, vehicle parts, medicines, sources fine, military clothing, and gasoline but may not contain any of them. AK-47, Glock 17, M16, Mini Uzi, Shotgun AK-47, Glock 17,
M16, Mini Uzi, Shotgun Chopper Chopper Helicopter Wheels, 1 Engine Parts, Bloater Pattern, Captain Pattern, Harvey Chopper Fork Pattern, Chopper Gas Tank, Chopper Wheel Pattern Bloater, Captain Pattern, Harvey Pattern, Nuclear Pattern ATV Gas Tank, ATV Wheel, Chopper Gas Tank, Connecting Rod, Dish
Antenna, Signal Amplifier, Truck Saw Blade, Truck Wheel Tactical Body Armor Tactical Trousers Tactical, 4 Aluminum Wire 2 P3K Kit, 3 P3 P3 Bandages , 4 Bandages 2 Gasoline, 3 Gasoline, 4 Gasoline 1 Black Paint, 1 Blue Paint, 2 Blue Paint, 3 Blue Paint, 1 Green Paint, 2 Green Paint, 3 Green Paint, 1 Red Paint, 2
Red Paint, 1 Yellow Paint, 2 Yellow Paint 5 Alcohol, 10 Alcohol, 15 Alcohol, 5 Iron Bars, 10 Iron Bars, 5 Nails, 10 Nails, 15 Nails, 5 Thick Fabrics , 10 Thick Fabrics, 15 Thick Fabrics 1 Black Paint, 2 Black Paint, 1 Blue Paint, 2 Blue Paint, 1 Green Paint, 2 Green Paint, 1 Red Paint, 2 Red Paint, 1 Yellow Paint 5 Alcohol,
10 Alcohol, 5 Iron Bars, 10 Iron Bars, 5 Nails, 10 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails , 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 15 Nails, 5 Thick Fabrics, 10 Thick Fabrics 1 Black Paint, 1 Blue Paint, 1 Green Paint, 1 Red Paint, 1 Yellow Paint
5 Alcohol, 5 Iron Bars, 5 Nails, 5 Thick Fabric Lenses 1, General modification blueprint, Rare modification blueprint Combat Gear Terminal (26-29 items) : 30 red coupons are required for each Battle Gear Box. Each Combat Gear Box (by far the best in terms of gear) has the opportunity to contain modified weapons,
heavy firearms, vehicle parts, high-grade military equipment, coloring patterns, scarce resources, and Gasoline (But Gasoline is rare in The Battle Gear Box). AK-47, Glock 17, M16, Mini Uzi, AK-47 Shotgun, Modified Glock 17, M16, AK-47 Shotgun, Modified Glock 17, Modified M16, Minigun, Mini Uzi with modified AK-47
modification, M16 with Chopper Fork modification, Chopper Gas Tank, Chopper Wheel, 1 Engine Part, 2 Engine Part, Pattern Captain, Pattern Harvey, Pattern Nuclear ATV Gas Tank, Chopper Wheel, 2 Engine Part, Pattern Blue , Captain Pattern, Harvey Pattern, Nuclear Pattern, Signal Amplifier, Truck Saw Blade,
Bloater Truck Wheel Pattern, Captain Pattern, Nuclear Pattern, Harvey Pattern Blue Pattern, Captain Pattern, Harvey ATV Pattern Gas Tank, Atv Wheel, Connecting Rod, Dish Antenna, 1 Part Engine, Signal Amplifier, Truck Saw Blade, Truck Wheel Tactical Cap, SWAT Helmet Tactical Body Armor, SWAT Body Armor,
SWAT Boots 1 Spring , 2 Spring 3 Aluminum Bars, 4 Aluminum Bars 6 Aluminum Wire, 7 Aluminum Wire, 8 Aluminum Wire, 9 Aluminum Wire 3 First Aid Kits, 4 First Aid Kits 4 Bandages, 5 Gas Mask Bandages 3 Gasoline, 5 Gasoline, 6 Gasoline 2 Air Filters, 3 Air Filters, 4 Air Filter Tactical Body Armor Tactical, 3 Black
Paint, 6 Black Paint, 8 Black Paint , 2 Blue Paints, 3 Blue Paints, 4 Blue Paints, 6 Blue Paints, 7 Blue Paints, 2 Green Paints, 3 Green Paints, 4 Green 7 Green Paint, 2 Red Paint, 3 Red Paint, 4 Red Paint, 5 Red Paint, 8 Red Paint, 2 Yellow Paint, 3 Yellow Paint, 4 Yellow Paint 13 Alcohol, 15 Alcohol, 16 Alcohol, 17
Alcohol, 18 Alcohol, 20 Alcohol, 12 Nails, 16 Nails, 17 Nails, 20 Nails, 12 Iron Bars, 14 Iron Bars, 18 Iron Bars, 20 Iron Bars, 20 Iron Bars , 20 Iron Bars, 10 Iron Bars, 20 Iron Bars, 10 Iron Bars, 20 Iron Rods, 1 , 15 Thick Fabrics, 16 Thick Fabrics, 17 Thick Fabrics, 18 Thick Fabrics, 20 Thick Fabrics 9 Alcohol, 12 Alcohol,
13 Alcohol, 15 Alcohol, 16 Alcohol, 9 Nails, 12 Nails, 13 Nails, 15 Nails, 16 Nails, 7 Iron Bars, 9 Iron Bars, 11 Iron Bars, 12 Iron Bars , 13 Iron Bars, 16 Iron Bars, 17 Iron Rods, 9 Thick Fabrics, 12 Thick Fabrics, 14 Explosive C-4 Thick Fabrics, 2 Black Paints, 3 Black Paints, 4 Black Paints, 2 Blue Paints, 3 Blue Paints, 4
Blue Paints, 2 Green Paints, 4 Green Paints, 2 Red Paints, 3 Red Paints, 3 Explosive C-4 Yellow Paints, 1 Lens 1 Lens , Rare Modification Blueprint 1 Blueprint Military Motorcycle Bunker Hard Mode Watchroom can be activated in this space It is not recommended for inexperienced or underprepared players. Specialists
will receive Identification tags, Chevron, and Military Notebooks (can be obtained when killing zombies when hard mode is activated), reward players with reputations, who unlock new weapons, modify firearms, and Diskette. Each Reputation level requires 140 points; The identification tag is 1 point, Chevron is 2 points,
and the Military Notebook is 3 points, there is no maximum level yet for specialists but the level visually remains at level 15. You will continue to get diskette after Milkor MGL. Specialists will get blueprint exchange Blueprint Weapon mod blueprints get general modifications, rare modifications, very rare modifications,
very rare mods with active skills. The Tactical Terminal uses Floppy with coordinates to provide the location of valuable loot chests or Infected Boxes (creating a limited new event on the Global Map). Important features of the 2nd floor on The 2nd Floor include gas leaking from pipes (some of which can be turned off by
valves), gore areas, terminal-controlled doors, towers, and Frenzied Giants, among other enemies. There's also The Big One locked in a lab in F2, but he can only pacing from side to side - he can't attack. Added in Beta v.1.9, Where weapons are modified, you can modify your weapon without having to return to base.
B2F = 8 Zombie Cruising, 13 Quick Biters, 5 Toxic Spitters, 8 Floater Bloaters, 5 Toxic Abominations, 7 Frenzied Giants, 1 Famous Turret 3rd Floor Feature on 3rd Floor including electrified fence, gas chamber, gas leaking from pipe, generator removed in Beta v.1.7.9, gore area, terminal controlled door and laser
tripwire alarm, and tower. In addition, the Acid Bath blueprint can be learned from the drafting table in one of the final rooms. B3F = 4 Fast Biters, 25 Spitters, 1 Floater Bloater, 16 Toxic Abominations, 10 Frenzied Giants, 1 Turret Floor 4 Famous features on Floor 4 include 3 cool cold rooms which contains a new type of
indestructible Spike mine trap (total 8), 2 terminals, 1 generator, and 2 doggy doors (A dog with True Friend skills required). Loot on this floor may include copper ore and bars or steel, as well as dome sections. B4F = 7 Quick Biters, 6 Poisonous Spitters, 1 Bloater Floater, 5 Toxic Abominations, 3 Frenzied Giants, 3
Towers, 3 Heavy Towers, 7 Numb zombies, 3 Frozen Croatians, 8 Mine Traps Surge Map Alfa Bunker (2nd Floor) Beta v.1.8.5+ Alpha Bunker Map (3rd Floor) Beta v.1.8.5+ Alpha Bunker Map (4th Floor) Beta v.1.8.5+ Sublevels - Hard Mode Following activation, alarm gouging and red strobe lights. While hard mode is
active, creatures generally drop reputation items instead of coupons, with the same value and frequency. During hard mode, the creature hits harder and has a higher defense against attack; The little zombie has 15 breakdowns (10 in normal) and gets 15 armor while the Big Zombies have 30 damage (20 in normal) and
get 20 armor. There are also some creatures that only appear in the Alpha Bunker during hard mode. [Also applied to turrets, which do 30 damage (20 in normal)] 1st Floor - Lobby - Lobby Hard Mode does not change after hard mode is activated; both creatures and crates are rearranged. Hard mode activation cannot be
changed until the code activation of the entire underground complex expires at the end of the two-day window. Once the bunker is completely reset, it will return to normal mode when a new code is entered. 2nd Floor - Famous Features of Hard Mode on Floor 2 during hard mode include all security features and normal
mode infrastructure, plus rumored zombies, some Toxic Abominations replaced by Exploders, and high-speed Frenzied Giants. There's also The Big One locked in a science lab on Level 2, but he can only pacing from side to side - he can't attack. B2F = 8 Zombie Cruising, 13 Quick Biters, 5 Toxic Spitters, 8 Floater



Bloaters, 2 Toxic Abominations, 3 Exploders, 7 Frenzied Giants, 1 Turret Floor 3 - Important Features of Hard Mode on The 3rd Floor during hard mode including all security features and normal mode infrastructure, plus rumored zombies, some Toxic Abominations replaced by Exploders, Blind One located in an outdoor
space with an activation console and scientists hanging after entering the closed door room since Beta version v.1.10. B3F = 4 Quick Biter, 25 Toxic Spitters, 1 Floater Bloater, 4 Toxic Abominations, 12 Exploders, 10 Frenzied Giants, 1 The Blind One, 1 Turret Floor 4 – Famous Features of Hard Mode on the 4th Floor
during hard mode including all the safety features and normal mode infrastructure, plus rumored zombies, some Toxic Abominations replaced by Exploders, and high-speed Frenzi Giants. The cafeteria and the original room area are the best place and most likely only (excluding zones doggy is coming soon) where it's
easy to kite around Exploders, Frozen Bloaters, and Frenzied Giants. Taking these rooms to make it as easy as possible to kill them. B4F = 7 Quick Biters, 6 Poisonous Spitters, 1 Bloater Floater, 2 Toxic Abominations, 3 Leders, 3 Frenzied Giants, 3 Towers, 3 Heavy Towers, 7 Numbing Zombies, 3 Frozen Croatias, 8
Surge Mine Trap Maps - Hard Mode Bunker Alfa Map (2nd Floor) Beta v.1.8.5+ Alpha Bunker Map (3rd Floor) Beta v.1.8.5+ Alpha Bunker Map (4th Floor) Beta v.1.8.5+ Walkthroughs For any questions/comments regarding this guide, please contact the creators directly. Savator24's Bunker Alfa Guide Video
Walkthroughs Bunker Alfa Floor Completion Videos (1.11.6) Trivia Alfa is actually a word from the first letter of the ICAO Alphabet, but then the IRDS Alphabet. The sublevel was first introduced in Beta v.1.5. In previous versions, several Items were required to repair various terminals and generators to advance through
sublevels. Level 1 - Lobby introduced in Beta v.1.5.6. In Beta v.1.6, you can no longer find CAC A cards on corpses near the door of The Alpha Bunker. Level 4 was introduced in Beta v.1.7.9. Change its pointer from yellow to red on The Global Map in Beta v.1.14. Some lockers/chests in the sublevel require Thief Skills,
ranging from level 1 to 3 skills. (not sure since what update but it's true since Version History) Hard Mode becomes more difficult (not sure since when) as they enhance their Armor. This is based only on the current version of Beta 1.17.5 compared to Youtube.com before October 2020. This video: ( has versions where
they have lower armor, 9 and 12 (posted September 2020). The little zombie has 9 Armor being 15 now (about 23.4% stronger). Big Zombies has 12 Armor being 20 now (about 27.9% stronger). Add photos gallery to this gallery
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